The subjective experience of pain is influenced by interactions between prior experiences, future predictions and incoming afferent information. Expectations of high pain can exacerbate pain while expectations of low pain during a consistently noxious stimulus can produce significant reductions in pain. However, the brain mechanisms associated with processing mismatches between expected and experienced pain are poorly understood, but are important for imparting salience to a sensory event in order to override erroneous top-down expectancy-mediated information. The present investigation examined pain-related brain activation when expectations of pain were abruptly violated. After conditioning participants to cues predicting low or high pain, ten incorrectly cued stimuli were administered across 56 stimulus trials to determine if expectations would be less influential on pain when there is a high discordance between pre-stimulus cues and corresponding thermal stimulation. Incorrectly cued stimuli produced pain ratings and pain-related brain activation consistent with placebo analgesia, nocebo hyperalgesia, and violated expectations. Violated expectations of pain were associated with activation in distinct regions of the inferior parietal lobe, including the supramarginal and angular gyrus, and intraparietal sulcus, the superior parietal lobe, cerebellum and occipital lobe. Thus, violated expectations of pain engage mechanisms supporting salience-driven sensory discrimination, working memory, and associative learning processes. By overriding the influence of expectations on pain, these brain mechanisms are likely engaged in clinical situations where patients' unrealistic expectations for pain relief diminish the efficacy of pain treatments. Accordingly, these findings underscore the importance of maintaining realistic expectations to augment the effectiveness of pain management.
INTRODUCTION
The moment-to-moment sensory experience is driven by interactions between prior beliefs, future predictions and incoming afferent information. While individual fluctuations in the moment-to-moment Go to: Go to:
experience can shape pain [47] , we also learn to continuously anticipate impending noxious sensory events through associative learning processes [4; 5; 45; 46; 54] . Repeated pairings between contextual cues and subsequent sensory events shape our perceptual framework [4] . Pain, an adaptive subjective experience, is heavily influenced by such predisposed inferences. Expectations of low pain corresponding to a consistently noxious stimulus can produce significant pain relief (placebo analgesia) [31; 63] , while expectations of high pain can produce hyperalgesia (nocebo response) [28] . Placeboanalgesia is associated with reductions in pain-related brain activity and is mediated by activation in executive level brain regions such as the prefrontal cortex (PFC) [18; 31; 63] . In contrast, nocebo hyperalgesia is associated with increased pain-related brain activation [28] .
Importantly, the efficacy of expectations for shaping afferent nociceptive processing and the experience of pain may likely be limited by the difference between one's expectations for pain and incoming nociceptive input. Substantial deviations between expected and experienced nociceptive information are of significant importance to the organism in that they allow afferent input to break free from the constraints of expectations. Consider a scenario where mild pain was expected during the placement of an intravenous cannula. However, intense pain was unexpectedly elicited when the needle was inadvertently driven into a nerve. The experience of intense pain when only mild pain was expected was potentially associated with tissue damage and would likely require further evaluation to develop a better understanding of such discrepancies.
The brain mechanisms involved in resolving real-time mismatches between expected and experienced pain remain poorly characterized. However, in the case of visual and gustatory information [10; 61] , regions in the left posterior parietal lobe and insular cortex appear to be critically involved in processing sensory information and breaches between expected and experienced sensory information. Therefore, the present study tested the hypothesis that a subset of brain regions in the parietal lobe and insular cortex process violated expectations of pain. To test this hypothesis, participants were first conditioned to expect high and low levels of noxious stimulation following visual cues. The noxious stimulus intensities (47°C, 50°C) were designed to elicit markedly and readily recognizable different experiences of pain intensity. During functional MRI scanning, subjects' expectations for pain were violated by presenting incorrectly cued stimuli. The present study identifies brain mechanisms associated with processing the realization that the experienced feeling of pain is incongruent with the expected level of pain.
METHODS AND MATERIALS

Subjects
Fifteen healthy, pain-free participants (8 males, age range: 23-30, mean age: 26 years) completed psychophysical and functional imaging portions of the study. Twelve participants were White, two were Asian, and one was multi-racial. Seven additional participants completed psychophysical training and fMRI portions of the experiment, but their fMRI data were not available for analysis due to equipment malfunction. Subjects gave written, informed consent acknowledging that they would experience painful, heat stimuli and they were free to withdraw from the study without prejudice. The Institutional Review Board of the Wake Forest School of Medicine approved all procedures. All participants were debriefed at the end of the experiment.
Thermal Stimulation Procedures
A thermal sensory analyzer (TSA-II, Medoc Ltd., Ramat Yishai, Israel) with a 16 × 16mm contact sensory probe was employed for heat stimulation. The baseline temperature was 35°C. The stimulus temperature changed with rise and fall rates of 4.5°C/s for 47°C stimuli and 5.0°C/s for 50°C stimuli in order to equate total stimulus duration across temperatures. Thermal probes were placed on the posterior portion of the calf with a custom-designed probe holder. We moved the probe to a new location on the calf after each thermal stimulation series to minimize for potential habituation and/or sensitization.
Psychophysical Training and Conditioning Session
All subjects were initially familiarized to thermal stimulation with 32, 5-s-duration stimuli (35-49°C). These training stimuli gave participants experience using the visual analog scales (VAS). A 15 cm plastic sliding VAS scale was used to quantify pain intensity and unpleasantness [Paresian Novelty [48] ]. Using an audio analogy, subjects were instructed that pain intensity is similar to the loudness of a song on the radio, while the unpleasantness of pain depends not only on the intensity but also other factors that may affect one's subjective experience [49] . The minimum rating ("0") was represented as "no pain sensation" or "not at all unpleasant," whereas the maximum rating ("10") was designated with "most intense imaginable" or "most unpleasant imaginable".
In order to condition participants to pre-stimulus cues and corresponding heat stimulation, we administered four all correctly cued, thermal heat series (7 stimuli/series; temperature plateaus of 47°C and 50°C) during the psychophysical training session. The thermal probe was placed on the posterior aspect of the right calf during the psychophysical training portion of the experiment. Participants were positioned in front of a computer screen and were instructed to pay attention to 2-second visual presentations of cue type (i.e., Low, High) preceding each thermal stimulus. Participants were instructed that a visual cue of the word "Low" would signal low heat intensity stimulation (5 second plateau, 47°C) and a visual cue of the word "High" would indicate high heat intensity stimulation (5 second plateau, 50°C). Both words were presented in white on a black background. After each stimulus, participants provided a pain intensity rating using a trackball to move a slider of an electronically scanned image of the VAS that was presented on the computer screen. Participants' responses were recorded using custom-written programs within the IDL software package (Research Systems, CO). Data from the psychophysical training/conditioning session of the study will not be presented in the present manuscript.
fMRI Experimental Task
On a separate day after psychophysical training, subjects participated in the fMRI portion of the experiment. Each participant's behavioral pain ratings and regional brain signals were assessed across fourteen fMRI series (4 thermal stimulus trials/fMRI series). The thermal probe was placed on the back of the left calf and moved to a new location after each fMRI series. Order of thermal stimulus trials was pseudo-randomized within each series and presentation of thermal series was counterbalanced across participants. Each fMRI series (4 min 24 sec) included two levels of stimulus intensities [i.e., low (47°C) and high (50°C) stimulation]. Identical to the psychophysical training session, low and high stimulus plateaus were five seconds in duration with rise and fall rates of 4.5°C/s for 47°C stimuli and 5.0°C/s for 50°C stimuli.
All thermal stimuli were preceded with a two second visual cue (cue presentation period) presented through MRI compatible goggles (Resonance Technology Inc., CA). Six seconds (post-cue period) elapsed before initiation of the thermal stimulus (stimulus period). Six seconds after the end of each noxious heat stimulus (post-cue period), subjects were provided 14-seconds to rate (rating period) their experienced pain intensity using a VAS presented via MRI-compatible goggles and a MRI-compatible trackball. After the rating was performed, subjects had a 15-second rest period in addition to the remaining time from the allowed rating duration before presentation of the next cue. The timing of events recorded by the program was also used to construct regressors for the fMRI analysis. The timing of events was recorded using a digital chart recorder (Power-Lab: ADInstruments, Colorado Springs, CO).
In order to reinforce the cue-stimulus conditioning paradigm, the first two thermal series (e.g., 8 stimuli) of the fMRI experiment contained only correctly cued stimuli (See Figure 1 for experimental procedures). Two more all correctly cued series were randomly administered throughout the course of the experiment to reduce potential extinction-related effects related to the conditioning paradigm. Ten out of the fourteen series included one incorrectly cued stimulus and 3 correctly cued stimuli. The order of incorrectly and correctly cued stimuli was pseudo-randomly administered. 
Categorization of Trial Types based on Individual Responses
There were a total of 56 thermal stimuli (4 thermal stimuli/series; 14 series) administered to each subject across the fMRI portion of the study. All trial types were calculated on a subject-to-subject basis in a manner dependent on the cue/stimulation type and the subject's VAS ratings. This was done to account for individual differences in the persistence of placebo/nocebo and violated expectation responses.
Correctly cued stimuli were characterized as stimuli where the pre-stimulus visual cue (Low, High) matched the level of thermal stimulation (47°C, 50°C, respectively). A total of 46 correctly cued stimulus trials were administered. However, only a subset of these trials delivered before the first incorrectly cued stimulus was incorporated into the analysis. This was done to ensure that the presentation of an incorrectly cued stimulus did not disrupt cue-stimulus conditioning and thereby confound the experience of a correctly cued stimulus.
Incorrectly cued stimulus trials corresponded to the ten trials where the cue did not match the stimulus level. There were five incorrectly cued stimuli for each stimulation type (47°C, 50°C). These trials were subdivided into violated expectations, nocebo, and placebo categories based on each subject's VAS ratings ( Figure 1 and Table 1 ). It is important to note that the qualitatively distinct stimulus intensities (i.e., 47°C; 50°C) were chosen specifically to minimize nocebo and placebo effects. Since contact heat ratings increase exponentially with stimulus temperature [49] , the subjective difference between 47°C and 50°C is distinct [35; 43] . Thus, we sought to make the mismatch between cue and stimulus as obvious as possible in order identify the brain mechanisms associated with resolving the mismatch between expected and experienced pain intensity (i.e., violated expectations). Table 1 Definition of violated expectation, placebo, and nocebo stimulus trial types by psychophysical ratings. For each violated expectation response trial type, each subject had only one experimental trial and one control trial. For trials meeting placebo and ... Violated expectation response trials were identified as the first incorrectly cued trial in which the cue exerted minimal effect on VAS ratings. Since ratings of correctly cued stimuli exhibited variability from one presentation to the next, we wanted to define points that lay within this natural variability following the presentation of an incorrectly cued thermal stimulus. This was accomplished calculating the SD of VAS ratings of all correctly cued trials (n = 46 stimuli) and identifying the first incorrectly cued trials with a VAS rating that that fell within two SDs of each subject's respective VAS rating (per temperature) for all correctly cued stimuli that preceded the first incorrectly cued stimulus. Since we were concerned about extinction of cue-stimulus conditioning following subjects' recognition of an incorrectly cued trial, we only included one violated expectation stimulus trial in the analyses.
Variation in pain within an individual can occur across stimulation sites and across time [50; 59] . Given that such within subject variation exists, placebo and nocebo responses cannot simply be defined as responses that are below or above those of control stimuli. However, to the best of our knowledge, placebo/nocebo responses to heat pain have not been defined with regards to within subject variability. In order to objectively and consistently define a placebo/nocebo response, we calculated placebo/nocebo responses as VAS ratings that were 2SD below and above respectively, each subject's mean VAS rating corresponding to a correctly cued trial (Table 1) .
Nocebo trials were identified as a 47°C incorrectly cued stimulus trial with a VAS rating 2 SDs above the mean rating of all correctly cued 47°C stimuli. In contrast to the violated expectation response trials, all trials meeting the criteria for a nocebo effects were included in analyses.
Placebo trials were identified as 50°C incorrectly cued stimulus trials with a VAS rating 2 SDs below the mean rating of all correctly cued 50°C stimuli. Similar to nocebo trials, all trials meeting the criteria for placebo effects were included in analyses.
Image acquisition and processing
MRI data were acquired on a 1.5 T General Electric echo-speed Horizon LX scanner with an 8-channel neurovascular coil. For functional imaging, blood oxygenation level-dependent (BOLD) images were acquired continuously in each contiguous plane by using echo-planar imaging [echo time (TE), 40ms; repetition time (TR), 2s; 28 × 5-mm-thick slices; 3.75 × 3.75 mm in-plane resolution; flip angle, 80°; no slice gap].
High-resolution structural scans were acquired using a BRAVO sequence (inversion time, 600 ms; TR, 11.49ms; flip angle, 12°; TE, 4.74ms; section thickness, 1 mm with no gap between sections; number of sections, 156; in-plane resolution, 0.9375 × 0.9375 mm).
The functional image analysis package FSL [Center for Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging of the Brain (FMRIB), University of Oxford, Oxford, UK] was used for image processing and statistical analysis. The functional data were movement corrected, temporally filtered with a 100s high pass filter, and spatially smoothed with a 5 mm 3-D isotropic Gaussian kernel. Each subject's functional images were registered to their structural data using a six-parameter linear 3-D transformation and then transformed into standard stereotaxic space [as defined by Montreal Neurologic Institute] using a 12-parameter affine transformation followed by a non-linear transformation [2; 3; 26].
Psychophysical Data Analyses
Psychophysical data were extracted for trials described in Table 1 and Figure 1 . For the analyses of violated expectations (JMP Pro 11.2), a two way repeated measures (RM) ANOVA was performed to examine the main effect of temperature (47°C vs. 50°C) and cue type (correctly cued vs. violated expectation) and the potential interactions between the two main effects. Since two subjects did not report a violated expectation in response to an incorrectly cued 47°C trial, we employed a univariate method in which subjects were modeled as random effects to accomplish the RM ANOVA. Post-hoc analyses were performed to examine significant main effects and interactions.
For the analyses of placebo/nocebo effects, all placebo and nocebo stimulus trials and corresponding correctly cued control stimuli were first averaged within each subject (Table 1 and Figure 1) . Then, separate paired-samples t-tests were conducted to compare correctly cued 47°C stimuli with nocebo stimulus trials and correctly cued 50°C stimuli with placebo stimulus trials, respectively.
Statistical analysis of regional signal changes within the brain
Statistical analysis of regional signal changes was performed on each acquisition series (first level analyses) using a general linear modeling approach with nonparametric local autocorrelation correction [20; 64] . In all analyses, the relationship of the predictive model function to MRI signal intensity was evaluated by calculating a t-statistic on a voxel-by-voxel basis. These t-values were then converted to Z-scores to allow p values to be calculated on the basis of Gaussian random field theory [19; 21; 66] . The predictive model functions for the general linear modeling analysis were derived as follows: we created 20 regressors for analysis of cue presentation, post-cue, stimulus, post-stimulus rest, and rating periods and were described with two regressors based on the cue they were signaled with (low, high). All regressors were orthogonalized to each other to separate a true baseline. Each of the 20 regressors had a period of interest scaled as +1. Only the stimulus period is presented in the present manuscript.
All regressors were convolved with a gamma-variate model of the hemodynamic response (delay 6s, SD 3 s) and its temporal derivative [13; 64] . They were then temporally filtered using the same parameters that were applied to the functional images. We performed inter-series fixed effects (second level) analyses within each subject separately for every regressor and proceeded to inter-subject group analysis (third level) using a random effects model in order to identify clusters significantly activated or deactivated compared to rest condition. Clusters of voxels exceeding a Z-score>2.3 and p<0.05 (mixed effect, corrected for multiple comparisons) were considered statistically significant [65] . Since we employed the single-epoch design [30] , we carefully inspected the output of every first level analysis for residual motion artifacts. Head motion correction parameters were added to the statistical model as covariates of no interest in a total of twelve stimulus trials across six subjects after visual inspection revealed residual motion effects.
Four one sample t-tests were conducted on all 47°C correctly cued, 47°C violated expectation, 50°C correctly cued and 50°C violated expectation response trials, respectively. A two way ANOVA was performed to examine the main effect of temperature (47°C vs. 50°C) and cue trial type (correctly cued vs. violated expectation) and the potential interactions between the two main effects. For each temperature, one violated expectation response trial was compared to 1 correctly cued stimulus trial (see Figure 1 and Table 1 for more details). In order to describe significant interactions, we first created binary masks of individual brain regions exhibiting significant interaction effects. Next, using these Figure 1) . In order to analyze placebo and nocebo effects, we used all available trials (n =14 nocebo; n= 17 placebo trials) for the subset of individuals (n = 7 nocebo; n = 7 placebo subjects) exhibiting these respective effects. For example, if one individual exhibited a placebo response during three incorrectly cued stimulus trials then these trials would be compared to the three correctly cued stimulus trials preceding the presentation of the first incorrectly cued trial. Separate paired-samples t-tests were conducted to compare correctly cued 47°C trials with nocebo trials and correctly cued 50°C trials with placebo trials, respectively.
Conjunction analyses were conducted to examine if brain regions activated by violated expectations significantly overlap with those activated by nocebo and placebo stimulus trials (z-score threshold = 2.3, p value threshold = 0.05) [40] . To address differences in brain activation between the two thermal stimulus levels (47°C; 50°C), two separate conjunction analyses were conducted to identify the potential overlap between 47°C correctly cued and nocebo stimulus trials and 50°C correctly cued and placebo stimulus trials.
In the primary analyses, we compared each subject's violated expectation response trial to the last correctly cued trial preceding the presentation of the first incorrectly cued stimulus. This approach ensured that the presentation of an incorrectly cued stimulus did not disrupt nor confound cue-stimulus conditioning. However, one could postulate that violated expectation of pain trials were simply reflective of the presentation order of our correctly cued comparison trial. Therefore, we examined potential order effect confounds by comparing each subject's violated expectation response trial to the last correctly cued stimulus trial of the entire experiment [across each temperature (47°C; 50°C)]. Thus, a repeated measure (RM) ANOVA was conducted to identify the main effect of temperature (47°C vs. 50°C) and cue trial type (last correctly cued of the experiment vs. violated expectation). We paralleled this analysis to our primary analysis. As in the primary analysis, two subjects did not report a violated expectation in response to an incorrectly cued 47°C trial. Therefore, we employed a univariate method in which subjects were modeled as random effects to accomplish the RM ANOVA. Post-hoc analyses were performed to examine significant main effects and interactions.
We examined potential order effect confounds by comparing neural activation corresponding to each subject's violated expectation response trial to the last correctly cued stimulus trial of the entire experiment [across each temperature (47°C; 50°C)]. Conjunction analyses were also performed to confirm that neural mechanisms supporting violated expectations to pain did not vary as a function of the correctly cued comparison trial. We examined if the A) main effect of violated expectations of pain as compared to the last correctly cued stimulus before presentation of the first incorrectly cued trial significantly overlapped with B) the main effect of violated expectation of pain contrasted with the last correctly cued trial of the experiment.
RESULTS
Violated Expectation vs. Correctly Cued Trials
All fifteen subjects reported at least one rating equating to a
Main Effect of Temperature-Related Brain Activation
Neuroimaging Results
violated expectation in response to incorrectly cued 47°C stimuli (Figure 2 ). The majority (n =10) of the subjects reported the first violated expectation in response to the first incorrectly cued 47°C stimulus (Figure 2) . The remaining five subjects exhibited a violated expectation after subsequent presentations (i.e., 2 and 3 presentation) of an incorrectly cued 47°C stimulus (Figure 2 ).
Figure 2 Subjects Exhibiting Violated Expectations Across Incorrectly
Cued Stimuli. A) Number of subjects exhibiting violated Expectation (VE) for 47°C incorrectly cued stimuli. All fifteen subjects reported at least one rating equating to a violated expectation ...
In contrast to incorrectly cued 47°C stimulus trials where all subjects exhibited a violated expectation, two subjects unexpectedly did not report a violated expectation in response to incorrectly cued 50°C stimuli (Figure 2) . However, twelve out of the 15 participants exhibited a violated expectation during the first presentation of an incorrectly cued 50°C stimulus. One participant exhibited a violated expectation in response to the second presentation of an incorrectly cued 50°C stimulus (Figure 2 ).
For VAS pain intensity ratings, there was a significant main effect of cue type, F(1,38.39)=4.73, p=.04 (Figure 3 ). Despite the significant main effect of cue, post-hoc tests detected no significant differences between a) 47°C correctly cued stimuli and 47°C violated expectation responses, p= .15 ( Figure 3 ) or b) 50°C correctly cued and 50°C violated expectation responses, p= .12 ( Figure 3) . The main effect of temperature revealed that 50°C stimulation plateaus were rated significantly higher than temperature plateaus of 47°C, F(1,39.57)= 81.52, p< .001 (Figure 3 ). There was no significant interaction between temperature and cue type, F= .03, p= .87, indicating that VE stimulus trials were associated with lower VAS ratings regardless of stimulus temperature (Figure 3 ). Table. Greater activation was found corresponding to 50°C stimulation in the contralateral SI, bilateral thalamus, anterior cingulate cortex (ACC), and cerebellum when compared to 47°C stimulation (Figure 4) . Greater activation in the medial frontal gyrus, medial prefrontal cortex, ACC, and superior frontal gyrus was detected for 47°C when compared to 50°C stimulation ( Figure 4 ). 
Brain Activation Corresponding to Violated Expectations Interaction Effect
was found in the left inferior parietal lobe, including ...
Violated expectations of pain, across both temperature types (47°C; 50°C), were associated with greater activation in the left inferior and superior parietal lobe, angular gyrus, intraparietal sulcus, supramarginal gyrus, right cerebellum, and left occipital lobe when compared to correctly cued stimuli (Figure 4) . When compared to violated expectations, correctly cued stimuli produced greater activity in the anterior cingulate cortex, premotor cortex, and the contralateral parietal-operculum (Figure 4) .
In order to investigate the significant main effect of cue type, separate post-hoc paired samples t-tests were conducted comparing each subject's violated expectation stimulus trial to each respective subject's correctly cued stimuli for each temperature type (47°C, 50°C). During 47°C stimulation, greater activity in the right cerebellum and left occipital lobe was associated with violated expectations when compared to correctly cued stimuli ( Figure 5 ). There was no greater brain activity associated with correctly cued 47°C when compared to violated expectation response trials. During 50°C stimulation, greater brain activity in the left superior and inferior parietal lobe, including the supramarginal gyrus, angular gyrus, and intraparietal sulcus, was associated with violated expectation stimulus trials when compared to correctly cued stimuli ( Figure 5 ). When compared to violated expectations, correctly cued stimuli produced greater activation extending from the contralateral secondary somatosensory cortex to the parietal operculum, right superior frontal gyrus, contralateral primary somatosensory cortex, right superior parietal lobe, and supplementary motor area.
A positive interaction between cue type and stimulus temperature was detected in the left inferior parietal lobe ( Figure 6 ). This positive interaction was characterized by violated expectations evoking different responses across temperatures. During 50°C stimuli, violated expectations produced increased activation in this area relative to correctly cued 50°C stimuli. In contrast, violated expectations during 47°C stimuli produced reduced activity in this region relative to correctly cued 47°C stimuli ( Figure 6 ). A negative interaction occurred in the right superior frontal gyrus. During 50°C stimuli, violated
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expectations produced decreases in BOLD signal when compared to correctly cued 50°C whereas during 47°C stimuli, correctly cued stimuli produced decreases relative to violated expectation stimulus trials ( Figure 6) . A similar interaction in the right superior parietal lobe was observed (Figure 6 ).
Distinguishing Violated Expectations of Pain Responses from Order Effects
There was no significant difference in pain ratings between violated expectation and the last correctly cued trial of the entire experiment, F(1, 51)=.10, p=.75. The main effect of temperature revealed that 50°C stimulation plateaus were rated significantly higher than temperature plateaus of 47°C, F(1, 51.11)= 45.03, p< .001 (Figure 7) . There was no significant interaction between temperature and cue type, F(1,51) = .87, p= .36, indicating that VE stimulus trials were associated with lower VAS ratings regardless of stimulus temperature (Figure 7 ). Importantly, the conjunction analysis detected significant overlapping violated expectation of painrelated activation in the left inferior and superior parietal lobe between analyses A) corresponding to the last correctly cued stimulus before presentation of the first incorrectly cued stimulus and B) the last correctly cued trial of the experiment (Figure 9 ). Therefore, we can rule out order effects as a potential explanatory confound. 
Psychophysical Results
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Additionally, 50°C stimulation produced greater activation in the thalamus, dorsal ACC, and SI corresponding to the stimulation site when compared to 47°C stimulation (Figures 8). In contrast, 47°C produced greater activation in the rostral ACC, superior frontal gyrus, and bilateral superior parietal lobules. There was a significant positive interaction in aspects of the left inferior parietal lobe including the IPS (Figure 8 ). There was also greater activation in the left superior frontal gyrus. There was no significant negative interaction.
Placebo analgesia and Nocebo Hyperalgesia
Nocebo trials were associated with significantly higher pain ratings when compared to correctly cued 47°C stimuli, F(1,6)=88. 43 , p<.001( Figure 10 ). Placebo trials were associated with significantly lower pain ratings when compared to correctly cued 50°C stimuli, F(1,6)=26.67, p=.002 (Figure 10 ). These findings provide confirmation that the characterization procedures used to define placebo and nocebo effects were valid. Visual analog scale (VAS) pain intensity ratings (mean ± SEM) for correctly cued 47°C stimuli and nocebo trials. *Nocebo trials were rated significantly higher than correctly ... Greater brain activity was detected during nocebo-related stimulus trials in the cerebellum when compared to 47°C stimuli ( Figure 11 ). Reduced brain activity in the right superior frontal gyrus and inferior temporal gyrus was detected for nocebo stimulus trials when compared to 47°C correctly cued stimuli (Figure 11 ). Greater nocebo-related brain activity was detected in the cerebellum when compared to correctly cued (CC) 47°C stimuli. Greater ... Reduced brain activation was detected during placebo stimulus trials when compared to 50°C correctly cued stimuli in SI corresponding to the stimulation site, the contralateral anterior insula, putamen, parietal-operculum, as well as in the cerebellum and
Absence in overlapping brain activation between violated expectation, nocebo and placebo stimulus trials
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supplementary motor area (Figure 11 ). Placebo-related activation was detected in the medial PFC when compared to correctly cued 50°C stimulation (Figure 11) .
A conjunction analysis of data acquired during 47°C stimulation revealed that brain activation associated with violated expectations did not overlap significantly with brain activation associated with nocebo stimulus trials (z-score 2.3, p value threshold = 0.05). A conjunction analysis of data acquired during 50°C stimulation revealed no significant overlap in brain activation between violated expectation and placebo stimulus trials (z-score 2.3, p value threshold = 0.05).
DISCUSSION
Substantial mismatch between expected and experienced pain constitutes an event that is highly salient and significant for the health of the individual. As such, it requires considerable redirection of attentional resources in order to better protect the integrity of the body against unforeseen environmental threats. In the present investigation, we identified the brain mechanisms engaged during subject recognition of a high discordance between expected and experienced pain intensity. Our findings reveal that violated expectations of pain are processed by multiple brain regions supporting salience-driven sensory discrimination, retrieval of incongruent contextual details corresponding to expected pain, and associative learning processes.
Brain Mechanisms Supporting Violated Expectations of Pain
Violated expectations of pain produced differential activation in functionally distinct regions of the left inferior/superior parietal lobe, as well as the right posterior cerebellum and left occipital lobe (Figure 4 ). The present findings are remarkably consistent with prior research identifying distinct brain mechanisms within the left parietal lobe that process the divergence between executive level expectations and saliently-driven sensory discrimination [10; 36; 41-43; 61; 67] .
The intraparietal sulcus is critically involved in shifting attention to perceptually salient features of a sensory event across multiple modalities [16; 23; 33; 56] . For instance, saliently driven violations of expected taste identity [61] and visuo-spatial target detection [23; 56] are processed within the intraparietal sulcus. However, both the supramarginal gyrus and intraparietal sulcus were engaged during the detection of discrepancies between expected and experienced pain. These two regions may be playing distinct roles in this process. The intraparietal sulcus employs bottom-up attentional processes to "capture" a violated expectation-related sensory event [10; 16; 17; 23] . In contrast, the left supramarginal gyrus allocates attention to detecting discrepancies between expected and unanticipated sensory/cognitive events [32; 37; 57] . Supramarginal gyrus-mediated detection of unanticipated or infrequent stimuli is largely reflexive and is associated with reorienting attention to appraise presentmoment sensations [25; 36; 41] . Moreover, this mechanism is largely independent of memory retrieval processes, suggesting that the role of the supramarginal gyrus is critical to recognizing real-time deviations from expected contextual frameworks [41] . Although existing research is limited, the supramarginal gyrus has been shown to process breaches of expectations across multiple modalities including vision [10] and episodic memory recognition [41] . Therefore, we postulate that this process occurs in a similar fashion across multiple sensory modalities.
In conjunction with the supramarginal gyrus and the intraparietal sulcus, the angular gyrus also processes violations of expected sensory information ( Figure 4) [36; 41] . However, in contrast to the supramarginal gyrus and intraparietal sulcus, the angular gyrus is engaged in processing the recognition of violated expectations by retrieving episodic memory details from expected perceptual schemas [11; 12; 25; 41; 53] . In the context of the present study and in light of the existing literature, one could postulate that the supramarginal gyrus and intraparietal sulcus processed real-time deviations of expectations during the experience of pain, while the angular gyrus was involved in the recall of the pre-stimulus cue meaning [7; 8; 24] . We propose that specific regions within the left posterior parietal lobe engage in functionally distinct processes that support the realization of violated expectation.
Visual working memory processes are contingent upon feedback connections between the occipital lobe and the intraparietal sulcus [60; 62] and angular gyrus [24] . The present findings suggest that violated expectations of pain engaged similar feedback connections to process deviations between the recognition of invalid visual cues and real-time thermal stimulation. Violations of expected pain also produced activation in the right cerebellum when compared to correctly cued thermal stimulation. This finding is consistent with previous work implicating the right cerebellum in predictive-learning processes reflecting violations of expected visual [10] and nociceptive [9; 39] input. Furthermore, anatomical connections between cerebellar nuclei and the parietal cortex [1; 55] suggest that the cerebellum may be engaged in processing of deviations from learned pairings between expected and experienced sensory events [10; 24] , possibly as part of a parieto-cerebellar loop architecture [51; 58] .
Violated Expectations across Temperature Type
Violated expectations in response to 47°C stimulation produced activation in the occipital lobe and the cerebellum ( Figure 5 ). Cerebellar activation is associated with mediating top-down influences in processing unexpected sensory events [10] , while occipital lobe activation has been found to mediate visual working memory processes [62] . Because 47°C stimuli are significantly less painful and salient than 50°C stimulation (Figure 3 ), subjects were more than likely engaging top-down processes to actively detect discordances between visual cues signaling "high" pain and experienced "low" pain.
Violated expectations in response to 50°C stimulation produced activation across posterior parietal regions hypothesized to capture salience-driven deviations from memory-driven expectations [41] . Therefore, in contrast to 47°C stimulation, bottom-up attentional processes likely factored more heavily in the processing of violated expectations during 50°C stimulation. Furthermore, activation in the right superior parietal lobe was associated with processing correctly cued 50°C stimulation (  Figure 4 , 5, and 11), reflecting higher-order evaluation of spatial location of a highly intrusive and noxious signal [34; 35; 42] .
Brain Mechanisms Supporting Placebo and Nocebo Responses
Consistent with prior research [44; 63] , placebo analgesia significantly reduced pain-related brain activation and produced greater medial PFC activation when compared to correctly cued thermal stimuli ( Figure 11 ). Similar to the present study, Keltner and colleagues (2006) found that nocebo stimulus trials produced greater activation in the cerebellum when compared correctly cued 47°C stimulation ( Figure 11 ) [27] . Cerebellar activity during nocebo may reflect activation of corticocerebellar loops potentially related to conditioned regulation of withdrawal reflexes [27; 39; 46] .
Considerations of Violated Expectations of Pain
The presentation of correctly cued stimuli before an incorrectly cued stimulus was instrumental in reliably executing our conditioning paradigm, but was subject to order effects. To determine if order effects confounded neural mechanisms supporting violated expectations of pain, we conducted a secondary two-way ANOVA comparing each subject's violated expectation response trial to each subject's last correctly cued stimulus trials of the entire experiment [across each temperature (47°C; 50°C). Importantly, we found that order effects did not account for our primary findings (Figure 3) as activation in the left inferior and parietal lobe was associated with processing violated expectations of pain when compared to the last correctly cued stimulus trial of the entire experiment (Figure 8 ). Conjunction analyses further confirmed that order effects did not confound our findings. Significant overlapping patterns of neural activity in the left inferior and superior parietal lobe ( Figure 9 ) were detected between violated expectations of pain when compared to A) the last correctly cued stimulus trial preceding the first incorrectly cued trial ( Figure 3) and B) violated expectations of pain as compared to the last correctly cued stimulus trial of the full experiment (Figure 8 ). Taken together, these data indicate that activation associated with violated expectations of pain is not related to order effects.
The main findings of this study are derived from violated expectation response trials where only a single violated expectation response trial was included per subject per temperature (47°C; 50°C). Even with this small number of trials, the main effect for stimulus temperature (Figure 3, Figure 8 ) revealed significant differences in pain-related brain activation between 47°C and 50°C. Thus, there is sufficient power to detect subtle differences in brain activity. Moreover, we employed a conservative whole-brain search that was corrected for multiple comparisons and unbiased by a priori hypotheses.
Given the importance of the anterior insular cortex in processes related to expectation [31] and discrimination [29; 38; 43] of pain, it is surprising that this region exhibited less activation during violated expectations (Figure 3) . However, if the anterior insula acts as a neural comparator between expected and experienced sensory information, deviations from expectations would not necessarily produce differential activation because the comparison process would be relatively constant across both correctly cued and all incorrectly cued conditions.
Summary
The present study is the first to confirm that multiple regions within the left posterior parietal cortex are differentially engaged when our expectations of an impending painful stimulus are violated. These findings demonstrate that the powerful influence of expectations on the subjective experience of pain can be dramatically attenuated when the discrepancy between expected and experienced pain is large. Violated expectations of pain are characterized by the a) discernible salience of the unanticipated nociceptive sensory event, b) reflexive allocation of attention to the unexpected sensory event, and c) retrieval and comparison of the meaningful details between the expected perceptual framework and experienced pain.
Conjunction analyses revealed that brain mechanisms activated by violations of expected pain did not significantly overlap with nocebo or placebo-related brain activity. These markedly different patterns of brain activity underscore the abrupt termination of expectation-mediated placebo and nocebo responses as a function of violated expectations of pain.
Clinically, the analgesic effects of active pain treatments are significantly augmented when expectations for pain relief are met [22] . In contrast, once expectations of pain relief are violated, the benefits of analgesic treatments are significantly diminished [6; 14; 15; 52]. The present findings indicate the importance of creating realistic expectations for pain relief in order to maintain expectancy-mediated amplification of pain treatments.
